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INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose
The Oakland Athletics are reviewing the feasibility of a new baseball stadium and site development at
the Howard Terminal site in Oakland, California. This Civil Narrative is provided to evaluate the project
site for the technical aspects of the Civil Infrastructure required to support the proposed stadium and
associated development. This narrative describes the site location, existing conditions, opportunities
and constraints of the site, as well as specific details of the civil infrastructure components of the
proposed stadium as required for the project Environmental Impact Review (EIR).
B. Project Site
The project site is located in the western Jack London District in Oakland, California. Currently owned
and operated by the Port of Oakland, the site and adjacent parcels include approximately 57-acres of
ancillary maritime uses, including parking and storage. The waterfront site is bounded by
Embarcadero Road and Union Pacific Railroad tracks to the north, Oakland Inner Harbor to the south,
Clay Street to the east and an existing scrap metal facility to the west (Schnitzer Steel). The project site
fronts the Oakland Inner Harbor on the south side, and is accessed from Interstate 980, Interstate 880
and City of Oakland surface streets on the north, west and east.

BART stations are located approximately three quarters of a mile away at the 12th Street station on
Broadway, and the West Oakland Bart Station at 7th Street and Mandela Parkway. The Amtrak/Railroad
station is approximately one half mile east, at the Jack London Square station at 2nd and Alice Street.
Ferry terminal access is within walking distance from Clay Street, on the east side of the site.

Martin Luther King Junior Way and Market Street currently connect the site to downtown Oakland in
the north/south direction, and Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) and Embarcadero run adjacent to the
site in the east/west direction.

The southern portion of the Project site is an existing cast-in-place wharf structure that is supported
by piles. The remaining site is understood to be on grade pavement supported by a quay wall.
Existing hardscape and at-grade drainage facilities are located at the surface, and it is understood that
the site has existing utility infrastructure to support the current Port operations, including water,
power, storm drain and sewer. In addition, there are two existing City of Oakland storm drain mains
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that run through the site at the extension of Market and Martin Luther King Junior Way, with outfalls
to the bay.

Vistra (Dynergy) and Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) have facilities adjacent to the project site which
front the northern portion of the project development. The existing scrap metal facility fronts the
western side of the site. The northern side of the property is fronted by the existing Embarcadero,
which runs east west along the frontage, as well as the existing Union Pacific Railroad tracks. The
Union Pacific Railroad tracks are located within the railroad right of way directly adjacent to the
Embarcadero, and include two railroad tracks, with a third track at some locations. The railroad tracks,
Embarcadero and the terminus of the north-south City streets of Market Street, Martin Luther King
Junior Way and Jefferson Street converge at the northern property line, and Embarcadero serves as
the boundary of the site improvements. The existing 105-inch EBMUD sewer interceptor is a utility
design consideration within 2nd Street, and 3rd Street (at Filbert Street) north of the project. The
Oakland Inner Harbor fronts the south side of the project, with the existing wharf edge fronting the
existing shoreline.
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C. Project Datum
Elevations, including tidal, floodplain, site and utility elevations, referred to herein, are based on
several historically used datums. The City of Oakland Datum is understood to be the required datum
for the project, as it is required for projects permitted within the City of Oakland, where there is an
established monument network. The datum reference for each specific elevation is listed throughout
the document and supporting exhibits, for clarity. The City of Oakland Datum, referred to as COD, is
equal to the:
• North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88) plus 5.77 feet
• North Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD 29, tidal) plus 0.06 feet
• Port of Oakland Datum (PORT) minus 6.24 feet
We understand the project will be permitted under the City of Oakland datum, and references to
other datums are utilized to relay data from varying sources, when necessary.
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D. Project Description
The proposed development at the project site includes a 35,000 seat ballpark, as well as supporting
ballpark amenities and concessions, a performance center, hotel, hotel conference room, retail and
civic spaces, office and residential development, public pedestrian promenades and public circulation
spaces, as well as the supporting transportation infrastructure. Specific site improvements include: atgrade public streets for vehicular and pedestrian circulation, aerial gondola service from downtown
Oakland, parking garages/lots, drop off and pick up zones for private, public and paid transportation
services, offsite pedestrian overcrossings, at-grade railroad crossings at Market Street and Martin
Luther King Junior Way, supporting utility infrastructure and landscaping, as well as designation of
development parcels with mixed-use commercial, retail and residential units. In addition to the 35,000
seat stadium, 270,000 square feet of retail, cultural and civil spaces, 280,000 square feet of hotel space
and a 50,000 square foot performance center, the project proposes approximately 3,300,000 square
feet of residential space, as well as public open space along the project waterfront and the areas
surrounding the proposed stadium. The project includes several variants, project elements that may or
may not be implemented. A variant with significant civil infrastructure components includes aerial
gondola service from downtown.

The project includes plans to extend existing City streets into the project site, including Market Street
and Martin Luther King Junior Way. Market Street and Martin Luther King Junior Way cross the Union
Pacific Railroad at-grade, prior to entering the project site. (There is no existing grade separation of
the roadway and railroad tracks). Martin Luther King Junior Way and Market Street currently connect
downtown Oakland to the project site in the north/south direction, and Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR)
and Embarcadero run adjacent to the site in the east/west direction. Pedestrian and vehicular traffic
will need to cross the UPRR tracks to gain access to the Stadium.

The Oakland Athletics are currently reviewing transportation and infrastructure improvements that
may be required to support the project. We understand this traffic analysis will be provided under
separate cover, which will assist in developing the transportation needs of the site, and to further
define the roadway infrastructure needs, locations of proposed improvements, and on site
infrastructure demands (parking garage sizes and locations, as well as roadway widths and locations,
and how they are accessed).
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Civil Design Constraints

The proposed Oakland Athletics Ballpark at the project site provides several opportunities for
development of the stadium and the associated site improvements. In addition, there are civil design
constraints associated with development at the existing site:
1. Vistra (Dynergy) facilities and associated utility infrastructure: Located on the
northeastern side of the site, adjacent to Embarcadero at Jefferson Street, there is an existing
Vistra (Dynergy) facility and utility “drum”. These existing facilities are undergoing a change
in their current operations. It is our understanding that this facility may be relocated and/or
reconfigured on site as part of the Peaker Power Plant Project variant. We understand that the
project developer and their architects will be reviewing the feasibility of frontage
improvements in this area to accommodate the existing conditions at the interface to the
ballpark development.
2. Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) gas pressure limiting station and associated
infrastructure: Located between Market Street and Castro Street, south of Embarcadero, the
existing PG&E pressure limiting station includes 24-inch high pressure gas transmission lines.
It is our understanding that this facility is proposed to be relocated as part of a separate
project, unrelated to the Project development. We understand that the site will be moved
approximately one block north, and that the existing gas transmission main infrastructure will
not be active in the current location. It is assumed that this parcel will be reviewed for the
feasibility of improvements in this area to incorporate the layout into the surrounding
ballpark development.
3. Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) tracks: Within the Embarcadero roadway, on the northern
side of the site, the existing Union Pacific Railroad tracks run east/west through this area of
west Oakland. Several City streets cross the UPRR tracks at-grade, including Market Street and
Martin Luther King Junior Way. These roadways are assumed to remain in place. The Project
development plans to connect to the existing City streets north of the project site, and
anticipates needing improvements to the vehicular and pedestrian crossings at the UPRR
tracks to accommodate the proposed increase in traffic through this area. The California
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and Union Pacific have defined standards for at-grade
roadway crossings, and it is anticipated that these standards will be implemented at the atgrade crossings. Considerations at these crossings include pedestrian gates, fences, barriers
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and signals, as well as signal interconnects to move vehicles through the intersection when
trains are approaching. These improvements will be further considered as the project moves
forward.
4. City of Oakland 54-inch storm drain outfall: There is an existing storm drain outfall to the
Oakland Inner Harbor from Market Street, extending into the Project site, and discharges
beneath the existing Wharf structure at the shoreline. This existing gravity storm drain
infrastructure is one of two City of Oakland storm drain discharges to the bay within the site.
This pipe collects storm water from the upstream city storm drain mains in the streets, and
discharges them in a 54-inch outfall to the bay. We have assumed this storm drain main is
required to remain and plan to maintain the outfall in place. The Project will decrease
stormwater runoff below existing condition flows and plans to tie into the existing outfall at
multiple locations, possibly upstream of existing onsite connections. As such, it may be
necessary to upsize a segment of the existing onsite storm drain in order to accommodate
stormwater flows in the proposed condition.
5. City of Oakland 78-inch storm drain outfall: There is an existing storm drain outfall to the
Oakland Inner Harbor from Martin Luther King Jr. Way, extending into the Project site, which
discharges beneath the existing Wharf structure at the shoreline. This existing gravity storm
drain infrastructure is one of two City of Oakland storm drain discharges to the bay within the
site. This pipe collects storm water from the upstream city storm drain mains in the streets,
and discharges them in a 78-inch outfall to the bay. We have assumed this storm drain main
is required to remain; however, relocation of this pipe is assumed to be feasible, and may be
necessary to relocate in order to accommodate the proposed development at the site. Where
the existing storm drain line is in conflict with proposed building improvements, the storm
drain route is planned for relocation to a new outfall to the bay.
6. Below-grade concrete quay wall: There is an existing below grade concrete quay wall
situated east-west, bisecting the site between the at-grade and pile supported portions of the
parcel. This existing wall supports the shoreline underneath the site, and we understand it will
remain in place. This infrastructure has been evaluated in a separate effort by the project
Geotechnical Engineer.
7. Below-grade rock dike: There is an existing below-grade rock dike at the project site,
adjacent to the shoreline at the Oakland Inner Harbor. This existing dike provides structural
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support to the shoreline underneath the site, and is assumed to remain. The infrastructure is
being evaluated under a separate effort, by the project Geotechnical Engineer and Shoreline
Engineer.
8. 10-inch and 12-inch High Pressure Petroleum pipelines: These existing high pressure
pipelines are located within the Embarcadero roadway. The Project development does not
plan to impact these existing facilities, and will consider their locations and operations in
future utility and infrastructure designs.
9. East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) 105-inch sanitary sewer interceptor pipe:
This existing sewer pipe is a transmission pipeline to route sewage from the City mains to the
regional EBMUD sewer treatment plan near the Bay Bridge. The Project site development
does not plan to impact this existing facility, and will consider its location in future utility and
infrastructure designs.
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SITE IMPROVEMENTS

A. Existing Topography
Topographic surveys of the project site have been performed within the site and the adjacent street
network. Based on the City of Oakland datum, the existing wharf structure on the south side of the
site is approximately elevation 7.5, which slopes down to elevation 4 to 5 on the north side of the site,
where the site meets the existing streets along Embarcadero road. Existing elevations at Market Street
are elevation 4, at Martin Luther King Junior Way the elevation is approximately elevation 5, and at
Jefferson Street the existing elevation is approximately 4, City of Oakland datum.

The existing grades shown in the preliminary topographic survey are consistent with the record
drawings obtained from the Port of Oakland, and confirm the existing elevations and drainage
pattern.
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B. Demolition
Port of Oakland record drawings show that the existing site consists of at-grade fill, as well as an
existing wharf structure supported by piles. A concrete quay wall delineates the onsite fill from the
Oakland Inner Harbor and existing wharf on the northern portion of the site, and a rock dike supports
the on-site fill at the southern portion of the site.

Demolition of the existing site is expected to accommodate the proposed improvements. It is
assumed that select demolition of the existing fill will be required. Geotechnical and structural review
of the existing fill and wharf structure is on-going, and recommendations are provided to the project
team under separate cover.

Existing site drawings provided by the Port of Oakland show the existing conditions at the project site
based on NAVD 29 datum, which is 5.77 feet higher than City of Oakland Datum. The preliminary
topographic survey of the site is based on the City of Oakland datum because the site development
will be reviewed and permitted by the City, and there is an established monument network to support
the City of Oakland datum. An aerial topographic survey was also prepared for use in design level
evaluations of the existing conditions. The aerial will further define the existing topography and site
features on the City of Oakland Datum. When reviewing historical documents for the site, they are
likely on NGVD 29 datum and a conversion of 5.77 feet is required.
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C. Proposed Grading & Topography
The proposed Project development will be graded to connect at-grade to Market Street, Martin
Luther King Junior Way, and Embarcadero on the north. It is assumed that improvements to the
existing streets and associated sidewalks is required to facilitate the proposed development. Detailed
street improvements will be identified as the project progresses, and traffic-based street
improvements are identified, for both vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

The project site will be graded to accommodate the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
flood elevations, with proposed development above the base flood elevations. In addition, because
the project is within the Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) jurisdiction at the
100-foot shoreline band, sea level rise will need to be accommodated on site. Because the site is high
relative to the adjacent grades, both FEMA and sea level rise are anticipated to be accommodated
within the proposed site development within the proposed grading and development concept.
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D. Overall Development Proposal
It is our understanding that the proposed improvements include the following elements. These
elements are being considered, as the baseline site upgrades required to make the site feasible for a
proposed development by the Oakland Athletics. Throughout the Civil Infrastructure Review, we have
considered the following improvements, and identified the infrastructure opportunities and constrains
associated with these improvements:
1.

E.

Proposed 35,000 person capacity ballpark,

2.

Development of residential, retail, cultural and civic uses,

3.

Hotel and conference room,

4.

Performance center,

5.

At-grade, and structurally supported open spaces,

6.

Pedestrian and vehicular accommodations for drop off, circulation and parking,

7.

Associated site utility infrastructure and roadway facilities.

Street & Pedestrian Improvements

Roadway and pedestrian infrastructure improvements are expected at the existing streets to support
the proposed ballpark and development. Details of these improvements are described in separate
project documents.

Market Street and Martin Luther King Junior Way currently cross at-grade with the UPRR tracks at
stop-controlled intersections. A pedestrian walkway over the railroad to the project site is being
considered, to provide a dedicated pedestrian crossing

A separate study is being performed by Fehr & Peers, which analyzes overall traffic patterns, mass
transit options, and additional offsite infrastructure upgrades for street widths, lane configurations
and signal installations or modifications.
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Gondola

The project is proposing use of a gondola as a mass transit option for people visiting the project site
on a daily basis, and for events. The enclosed gondola would transport people from downtown
Oakland to the Oakland waterfront, where they would then walk to the Howard stadium and adjacent
development. The proposed gondola route is along the existing Washington Street alignment, within
the City of Oakland Right of Way. The gondola is proposed to start at a new gondola station adjacent
to the City of Oakland Convention Center at 10th Street, between Broadway and Clay Street. The
gondola would then travel overhead on a cable that would be centered by a tower at the 4th and
Washington Street intersection. The gondola would end at a new gondola station adjacent to the
Oakland Inner Harbor at the Water Street and Washington Street intersection. Along this route, the
gondola is proposed to traverse over the Nimitz Freeway at the Interstate 880 and 980 interchange. A
separate report has been provided that details the gondola variant
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UTILITIES

A. Sanitary Sewer
1. Existing Infrastructure
a. Wastewater Treatment
Sanitary sewer treatment is provided by East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) at the
Main Wastewater Treatment Plant (MWWTP), which is located at the eastern end of the
San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge. The plant’s maximum treatment capacity is 320 million
gallons per day (mgd) for primary treatment and 168 mgd for secondary treatment. 63
million gallons of wastewater is treated at the plant every day, and storage basins provide
plant capacity for a short term hydraulic peak of 415 mgd. In 2008, the treatment plant
was operating at 69 million gallons per day, which seems to imply that the treatment
plant is currently operating below capacity. EBMUD has been recycling, reusing and
producing renewable energy at its wastewater plan since 1985, and it utilizes sewage
inflow for creation of green energy, nutrient rich solid conditioner and recycled water,
according to the EBMUD website.
b. Collection System
The existing sanitary sewer collection within and surrounding the site is presented on the
following exhibit. The City owns and operates the collection system, while EBMUD owns
and operates the interceptor trunk lines, which convey wastewater to the MWWTP. The
Project site is currently served by two City of Oakland sewer lines in Market Street and
Martin Luther King Jr. Way. Both of these sewer lines run north under Embarcadero road,
where they connect to the EBMUD 105-inch interceptor within 2nd Street.
2. Proposed Infrastructure
a. System Capacity
The City of Oakland has sewer flow allocation at the EBMUD treatment plant for
discharge and treatment of the wastewater generated within the City of Oakland. The
City’s sewer flow allocation is divided into basins and sub-basins based on the sewer
collection system networks. The Project site is located in sub-basin 64, as shown on the
City basin map. The City of Oakland was contacted, but did not provide comment about
the current system capacity in Sub basin 64 prior to issuance of this report.
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